This paper addresses the problem of learning to classify texts by exploiting information derived from clustering both training and testing sets. The incorporation of knowledge resulting from clustering into the feature space representation of the texts is expected to boost the performance of a classifier. Experiments conducted on several widely used datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm especially for small training sets.
INTRODUCTION
Text classification is one of the first applications of machine learning and applies to the general problem of supervised inductive learning: given a set of training documents, classified manually to one or more predefined categories, the classifier learns to automatically classify new unseen documents, about which there is no prior knowledge. To boost its performance, we seek for new information about the distribution of the documents to be classified. This information comes from clustering both training and testing sets and is embodied in the data in the form of meta-information.
Clustering has been used in the literature of text classification either as an approach for dimensionality reduction or as a technique to enhance the training set. In the second case, the enhancement is achieved either by extending the feature vectors of the training examples with new features derived from clustering or by expanding the training set with new examples derived from a large set of unlabeled data (see [1, 5, 7] for an example of each case).
In this article, a new algorithm combining clustering and classification is proposed. Our motivation relies on the expectation that any prior knowledge about the nature of the testing examples, i.e. the ones that are to be classified, will support the construction of a more efficient classifier for the same examples. In what follows, we briefly present the algorithm and demonstrate its performance with experimental results on some commonly used data collections.
THE ALGORITHM
Consider a k -class categorization problem, (k ≥ 2), with a labeled l -training sample {( x1, y1) , . . . , ( x l , y l )} of feature vectors xi ∈ R n and corresponding labels yi ∈ {1, . . . , k}, and an unlabeled m-testing sample x * 1 , . . . , x * m of feature vectors. We are interested in the case where m l. The features are valued using the TF*IDF weighting scheme [6] .
The proposed algorithm consists of three steps: clustering, expansion and classification step. For the classification task we assume that classes correspond to thematic topics. This assumption corresponds to an ideal case of clustering where all the examples of a class will be clustered together since they share the same word distribution. So we have considered that there is a one-to-one correspondence between classes, topics and clusters. Hense, in the clustering step of the algorithm, the number of clusters is chosen to be equal to k, i.e. the predefined number of classes. At present, the experimental results verify our conjecture, although other clustering algorithms should also be tested in this step. The CLUTO T M Clustering Toolkit [3] is used and a divisive clustering algorithm with repeated bisections is selected for clustering both the training and testing sets.
In the expansion step, each cluster contributes one metafeature to the feature space of the training and testing sets: given the total n features used in the representation of the l + m feature vectors and the k clusters from the clustering step, we create meta-features x n+1 , . . . , x n+k . The weight of these meta-features is computed applying the TF*IDF weighting scheme to the clusters. We consider that all the documents in a cluster Cj share the same meta-feature whose frequency within a document x of the cluster equals to one, T F (x n+j , x) = 1, its document frequency equals to the size of the cluster, DF (x n+j ) = |C j |, and its inverse document frequency is IDF (xn+j) = log 2
Finally, in the classification step the SVM light implementation of SVMs and transductive SVMs is used [2] .
EXPERIMENT SETTINGS
The empirical evaluation is done on four single-labeled datasets: a "by-date" version of 20Newsgroup, Reuters-8 [2] are followed. For the rest of the corpora no feature selection is done, both stemming and stopword-removal are used.
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A binary classifier is constructed for each class of the expanded dataset, a linear kernel is selected and the weight C of the slack variables is set to default.
A four-fold cross validation is applied to each experiment. The algorithm runs four rounds with different samples from the training set. These samples are selected randomly and uniformly by dividing the training set in smaller and equal parts and by preserving the same proportion of documents per category with that of the original dataset. All testing documents are used. The precision/recall breakeven point (BEP) is used as a measure of performance.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Several experiments are conducted with one or more metafeatures added on the expansion step. To provide a baseline for comparison, results from the standard SVM classifier without the clustering and expansion steps are also presented. Table 1 shows the results of the experiments. The SVM combined with clustering (CL-SVM) constantly outperforms the standard SVM on all datasets raising the average of the breakeven points up to 15% in some cases. For the sake of brevity, the results from the standard TSVM are omitted. However, it should be noted that the TSVM combined with clustering has a similar behaviour also leading to an improved performance compared to the standard TSVM.
In figure 1 , we demonstrate the impact of the size of the training set for the 20Newsgroup dataset. This graph shows that the advantage of using clustering as a former step to classification is largest in the case of small training sets. When the size of the training set increases, the performance of the CL-SVM approaches that of the standard SVM. The rest of the collections have a similar behaviour.
This algorithm stood out in a spam-filtering task [4] in the challenge competition of the ECML 2006 Conference.
To conclude, the use of clustering to boost classification seems to be a promising approach with several extensions that should be further investigated. Such an extension, currently under examination, is the case where each cluster contributes more than one meta-features. Preliminary results demonstrate further performance improvement especially when only a few training examples are available.
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